
 

Insanitymax30zipdownload !!INSTALL!!

sets insanitymax90loadactive option
to true, which allows you to add a skip

tag to the file names of all files that
are being loaded, which can be used
to temporarily override the option of

the skip tag being set. insane
download's operation is pretty simple,

insanely simple: just place your
fingers on the mouse buttons, and
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after 30 seconds or 300kb a download
icon will pop up on the screen. click on

the download icon to start the
download. a download window will

appear, filling the whole screen. if the
file is not yet finished, you will have
the chance to pause the download. if
you want to resume the download,
click on "resume". at the bottom of

the download window, you will see a
"failed" or "done" message. when the
download is finished, you will see a
"success" message. notes * insane
download uses php as the scripting
language. for a better experience,

please check your system resources
by running ps aux | grep php. if this
returns a line that looks like apache,

you may need to increase the number
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of php processes (the max is 20).
another system resource limitation

may be caused by the failed "setuid"
system call. this can be solved in

several ways: the steps given in how
to change the setuid bit can be used.
the insanity attack is used against a

target that has used zip-format
encryption to protect a file. the

attacker creates a page that exploits a
weakness in the encryption system to

change a byte in the file.

Insanitymax30zipdownload

the attack consists of two steps. in the
first step, the attacker manipulates
the view source functionality of an

unsuspecting web client. once that is
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done, he requests a zip-format file
using a canned page that was crafted

by the attacker. the insanity client
then attempts to decrypt the file. the
root cause of this vulnerability is the

lack of proper encryption validation of
the incoming request url. this problem

manifests itself in the fact that the
new request for a file is received

without verifying that the incoming
request came from an https server. in
particular, when an attacker sends a
crafted request to a https server and
the server replies with a file, that file
is not encrypted because it is not the

final destination of the request. to
make matters worse, the server does
not validate the incoming request url.
in other words, it does not compare
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the url to the url of the last entry on
the list of visited uris. the result is that

if the attacker can trick a web client
into opening an unprotected download

of a page containing a java
cryptography extension (jce) library,
he can corrupt a file on the client's

system. this issue was discovered by
johannes schoenwand, stefan

viehböck, and holger fiebig. while
holger fiebig wrote a java applet to
demonstrate the issue, johannes

schoenwand created a windows script
host (wsh) script to demonstrate the
issue. stefan viehböck was the first to

report this issue to portswigger. it
does not provide support for common
data structures. it does understand

list(of t) (list) and hashset(of t)
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(hashset). but it does not understand
array(of t), because array does not

support clear(). 5ec8ef588b
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